CHIPPEWA VALLEY RAILROAD
FOUNDATION
SEPTEMBER, 2020
Next Meeting

- NO September Meeting

Update Highlights:
• We continue suspending meetings and organized work sessions because of the virus situation. A
few may work as they feel comfortable. So no sessions will be posted until it is deemed safe.
•
• Volunteers, working on Tuesday or Wednesday afternoon are very close to completing the West
Branch Line.

Summer Schedule Status
The running season is officially closed until next season. If we make test runs in the Fall, you will be
informed
Spreading Ballast. Placing

The following pictures illustrate our continuing work on August 5th. ballast with the car Marc
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Pictures Dan Perkins unless noted

Brown created has improved
our ability way beyond our
previous car. The frame and
trucks are the same but the
bunker is new. It can deliver
material on each side and in
the middle in any
combination required. Here
Marc is placing material one
side only. Kirk Olson is
operating the diesel. Byron
Bobb takes a break from
tamping freely placed
material to help monitor flow.
60 tons of ballast will be
placed to complete the
project.

Loading Ballast.
Marc Brown is operating our “Little Dipper”
Lehmann skid steer to move ballast to the
ballast car. By the time we finish, it will have
moved 3 piles of ballast weighing 20 tons
each to the car. Our previous car was
loaded by hand shoveling.

Loading.
Below Marc is loading the car. Kirk Olson is
spotting for each bucket load. The bunker
holds 6 to 7 bucket loads.
.

Miscellaneous Tasks fro Track Work
Several tasks are required to prepare for track work. Here are a few;

Cutting Stakes
Dave Peterson and Kirk
Olson cut several track
stakes from heavy
electrical conduit. The
stakes will be use to hold
track to prevent it from
moving.

Weed Control
Controlling weeds
along the track is
required
occasionally. The
sub grade below to
new ballast is
required to be
weed free. Marc
Brown made a
sprayer that is
mounted on the
speeder.

Leveling the Track - The Level Rules
Rails require checking their level and their rise. Here the level is placed
parallel with the rail and checked, in this picture for level. The picture
below the check is for height of each rail to one another. In this case, the
same height. This section of about 100 feet took about 2 hours.

Leveling the Track
After the first layer of
ballast is placed, the ties
and rail are leveled or
super elevated on the out
side rail on curves. Straight
track is leveled. We are
setting the outside rail
about 1/4” above the inside
rail on the curve.

Leveling to the Platform
Curve.
Kirk Olson checks the super
elevation at the beginning of the
curve leading to the passenger
platform. The outside rail of the
curve is being raised about 1/4
inch above level. This is called
banking the curve which
reduces enables the coach
wheels to roll through the
curve.Banking also helps
prevent de-railing on a curve.

Leveling and Tamping
Marc Brown watches the
level bubble as he raises
the rail. He will tamp to
push the ballast below the
ties which will support them
after being raised.
The process is slow since
the level of the track is
checked about every two to
three feet. About 200 feet
of rail was checked and
leveled Tuesday, August
25th.

Checking the Grade of the Track
Byron Bobb and Marc Brown set up a laser
level to determine the grade or about of rise fo
the mainline after the relocation of track, new
track sections and ballast.
200 feet of track was checked distance
marker 1 to 2. The rise was measured as 28
inches or a grade of 1.17%.
Beyond marker 2, the track levels out.
The former grade was greater at about 1.5%.
Typical Work Crew
From right to left, Kirk Olson, Marc Brown,
and Dave Peterson with the speed and the
tool car. The speeder needs a little help rolling
at the platform curve.

Trial Runs September 1, 2020
Tuesday, September 1, 2020 we ran test
runs on the new mainline re-alignment
checking the track with the diesel
passenger train. We were also checking
the past winter’s re-building of the two
passenger coaches we re-built a few
years ago. These pictures show the train
set approaching the new track where the
new ballast has been placed and
continuing on to the depot.
The new mainline work worked great
however, we discovered some tight spots
and worn rail heads on the track near the
grade crossing which require replacing.
The coach work appears to be okay.
The next phase will complete the
ballasting of the West Branch Line and
testing. All will be ready for next season.

Trial Runs September
1, 2020
Trial run crew was
Marc Brown, Kirk,
Olson, Byron Bobb,
Frank Garber, and
Dave Peterson.

HISTORY SECTION SUMMER - 1985

The CVRR was dual gauged after the G-16, diesel train was purchased. It was designed to run on 16”
gauge track. The Strum train equipment operated on 19” gauge. What you see is the left track from the
turntable is 19” going thru a dual gauge switch to the main dual gauge loop. The right track from the
turntable is 16”, passing thru the dual gauge diamond, thru a 16” gauge switch and on to the far switch on
the mainline loop. This switch was also dual gauge.
Over a period of three to four years, all the Strum equipment, include No.19, was converted to 16” gauge.
The outside rail was removed to leave two rails again, except 16” only. The removed rail has now been relaid for the West Side Branch Line and the panel tracks for the new alignment go the main line.

